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This inwention relates to an imprOWement 
in machines used in , orchard dusting." The 
machine - functions to bloW a wery fine insec 
ticidal dust, for instance, Sulphur, into the 

º 5 air, and as the dust settles, it depositS itself 
on the foliage of the trees. ~ 
Two types of orchard dusters have been 

made. The first type is that in which the 
dust is draWn from the hopper and , fed 

10 through the blower or fan ; the second type 
is that in Which the fan exhausts through.an 
outlet pipe Which passes beneath a hopper 
from which the dust is precipitated into the 
air Stream. In both types, it is_common to 

15 have an agitator to prevent, packing of the 
dust in the bottom of the hopper. 
One - advantage claimed for the first type 

duster is that the hOpper can be opened at 
the top, and can be filled without stopping the 

20 machine, because there is no back pressure 
through the bottom of the ; hopper tending 
to blow out the dust when the top is remowed. 
The objection to the first type of duster is 
that the dust, for instance, Sulphur, depositS 

25 On the fan blades as a fiint-like substance. 
This, in time, builds up sufficiently to cause 
friction, heat, SparkS and eventually, fire. 
Actual experience has been that the fan must 
be opened and the blades cleaned off after 

30 eight or nine hours of steady || operation. 
With this type duster, the fire risk is wery 
great. · · · : 
The disadvantages of the second type ma 

chine are that the back pressure, or tendency 
35 - Of the air Stream to paSS up into the hopper, 

necessitates using a closed hOpper. This re 
quires stopping of the machine each time the 
hopper supply is replenished. There is thus 
entailed a considerable loSS of time in stop 
ping and starting. 
A second objection to this typ 

chine, as it existed prior to the present 
40 

invention, is that there is not a sufficient ? 
* Wolume of air · emanating from the fan" or 

45 
mixing chamber for the best distribution of 
the dust. The present invention relates to 
improvements in this second type Of ma 
chine, as Well as to the first type. ~ 

50 || The object of the present invention is to 

hopper, to increase the air welocity 

e of ma 

~ fan" or and as shown in 'F'ig. 1 is attached to the 
blower, nor a sufficient ) turbullence in the · 

prOWide a dusting machine with which it is 
pOSSible to eliminate the fire risk, to run the 
unachine . With an Open hopper and yet not 
have the air stream deflect into the hopper, 
to Secure a, balancing of the Suction. Which 
Will draW. from the hopper a constant flow 
of dust, regardless of the quantity in ???????? 

3I] 

thereby accomplish a, thorough distribution 
Of the_dust in the air stream, to create a state 60 
of turbullence in the discharge noZZle which 
further tends to establish a thorough mix 
ing Of the dust in the air stream, and to intro 
duce in Said air stream a mixing chamber to 
accomplish the aforesaid , results. ~ 
The invention' is shown by Way of illus 

tration in the aCCOmpanying draWings, in ? 
Which- ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the machine; 
| Fig. 2 is a plan wiew of the machine shown 70 
in Fig. 1; ~ ? · · · · · 

Fig., 8 is , a cross-Section of the mixing 
chamber; " .. ? · · ' ' 
b Fig. 4 is a plan wieW of the mixing cham 

69]', ~ 

. In Fig. 1 is shoWn the assembled dusting . 
machine, composed of a blower, or source of 
Supply for an__air Stream, a hopper, and 
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| means for introducing into the air stream the 
dust contained in the hopper. ~ 
The blower 1 is mounted on base 2, and 

may be Of any COn wentional type. The one 

80 

| illustrated is composed of a fam With paddles .. '' 
8 fastened to a Shaft 4, and adapted to be 
rOtated in the direction of the arrow A with 
in the hOusing shell 5. When rotated in this 
direction, air is drawn in through a suitable 
inleÉ adjacent the fan hub shaft 4 and is ex 
hausted into the outlet pipe 6. A suitable 
hOSe for directing the stream of air accord 
ing as use requires may be attached to the 

85 

.. end ? Qf the outlet pipe 6. The hopper 10 
is suitably mounted above the outlet pipe 6, 
bloWer 1 at 11 and to the base 2 aÉ 12. The 95 
bottom of the hopper has a slanting floor 18 
adapted to conduct the dust contained in the' 
hOpper to the outlet pipe 14. · · · · · · · · · · · 

| Suitably. mounted in the hopper is an agi 
tator 15 attached to shaft 16 suspended from 100 



2 

a, bearing 1T. A Support 18 is mounted in 
side the hopper to steady the shaft 16 during 

: rotation. At the top of the Shaft 16 is fas 

10 

20 

25 

tened a spur gear' 18) which engages with a 
Spur gear 20 caI'ried on shaft 21, which latte}}' 
shaft is suitably umOutInted across the top of 
the hopper. Near one end of the shaft 21 ?? is a Second spur gear 22, which engages spur 
gear 28 mounted on Shaft 24 dri wen by Spur 
gears 25 and 26 from the fan shaft, 4. Other 
Suitable dri wing connections for the agitatOr · 
shaft 16 may be employed in place of the One 
just described. ~ 
The agitator blades 15, and the lower end, 

or all of shaft 16, are preferably made of 
a non-conducting metal_to) eliminate thereby 
the fire hazard. due tO static electricity which 
may be generated during rotation of the agi 
tatOr. ? 

The lewer’ 80 through suitable linkage 81 
and 82, controls the operation of knife walwe 
88 located in the Outiet pipe ..14 at the base 
of the hopper. In this imanner is controlled 
the quaintity of dust introduced into the air 
Stream. · · · ~ ~ ~ - ? ? 

A pulley 8 is attached to the end of fan 
| shaft 4. Any suitable Source of pOWer may 
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be used to drive the fan. ~ 
Positioned in the outlet pipe 6 is the mix-- 

ing chamber ?? 40. Thus is provided means 
in the center of the air Stream adapted to im 
crease the welocity of a portion of the air 
stream, the · remainder Of Said air stream 
maintaining its normal floW and enweloping " 
said means on all sides, thereby producing 
a beneficial turbullent action in the outlet pipe 
as the dust and air approach the end 'f', from 
whence the mixture is conducted through " 
Suitable directional means as are Well knOWn 
in the art. · ? · · 

The primary mixing chamber 40 comprises 
a fitting hawing three Openings, two in line 
With the air stream, the one nearest the lat 
ter's source hawing a Wenturi tube 41 there 
in ; the third being positioned around the 
hopper Opening 14, but with an air inlet 42 
formed therebetween. ' '{The structure shoWn 
in Fig. 8 is T-shaped, although any three 
port Structure Will accomplish a satisfactory ? 

| result. ~ 

The primary mixing chamber shown in 
F'ig.8 consists Of a central paSSageway 48 
in direct line With the air Stream : passing 
through the outlet pjpo 6. . Opening intO the 
tOp of the paSSagoWay.48 is a pasS?geWay 
44, the diameter of which is slightly larger 
than the outside diariaeter . Of hOpper Outlet 
14. The - hopper outlet, 14 is. positioned' in 
the center of the paSSageWay:44, forming 8.tl 
air inlet 42, which ain'. imlet, communicateS 
With the atmosphere. . ? ? 
'. A Wenturi tube 41. is mounted in the end 
of the chamber 40 nearest the bloWer 1. · The ' 
large opening 45 of the wenturi faces the 
blower 1. . . The opening: 45, is of Smaller .. di 
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| ameter than the outlet pipe 6; hence the air 
stream from the bloWer passes both through 
the wenturi and chamber 40 and around it, 
enWeloping the casing of primary mixing 
chamber 40. The wenturi, has itS Smaller 
opening 46 positioned beneath the hopper out 

| let 14. ~ 
· · The chamber 40 is held in place in the out 
let pipe 6 by means of a mut 4f threaded 
on the Walls 48. 

. , "A secondary mixing chamber 50 is formed 
in the inlet | pipe 6 at the outlet, 51 of the 

* chamber 40. In this chamber a turbulent, ac 
tion is. Set up When the enweloping air Stream 
is disturbed by the air stream emerging from 
the chamber 40 carrying the dust. The we 
locity of the tWO air streams Will be unequal 
at this point, resulting in a uniform distor 
tion in the chamber and an equalized distribu 
tion of the dust in suspension in the air 
Stream. ~ ~ - '' • 

By means of the Wenturi tube 41, the weloc 
ity of that portion of the air Stream paSSing 
through the wenturi is increased, and a wac 
uum created below the hopper outlet 14. The 
tendency of this wacuum is to draW the dust 
from the bottom of the hopper into the air 

.. stream. it has · been found that When the 
hopper is full, the wacuum Will draW in leSS 

. dust than with the hOpper partially. empty ? 
When the dust within the hopper is in a fluffed 
condition. This results in an unequal ratio 
of dust in the air stream, the dust. content in 
creasing as the hopper empties. Several re 
fills of the hopper must be made each houir, 
and if the Operator is to Secure a constant 
dust to air ratio, it would require careful at 
tention on his.part and a frequent manipula 
tion of the valve 88. The walwe 88 would . 
have to be glosed gradually as the level of ? 
the dust in the hopper lowered. 
. . By means of the air inlet 42, it has been 
found : that a balancing effect is produced 
which automatically regulates the Suction. A 
constant quantity of dust is . WithdraWn, 
whether the hopper be full or only partially 
full. In this way, it is possible for the oper 
ator to control the mixture ratio by Setting 
the walwe 88 at the desired point and no fur 
ther attention on his part is required to main 
tain this mixture constant. ~ 

· The absence of back pressure, or a tendency 
of the air stream to pass up into the hOpper 
due to the construction of the primary miX 
ing chamber 40, makes it possible to rum the 
machine · with the hopper uncovered. The 
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advantage of a construction of this type: 'Will ? ? 
be seen when it is realized .that the hopper 
must be filled several times an hour. When 
it can be done as " in : this machine, Without 
Shutting doWn the machine, time is thereby 
Sa.wed; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
·? On machines of the type . Where there is a, 
tendency for the air stream to bloW into the 
hopper, it is neceSSary to stOp the machine, 
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remowe the cower from the hopper-Which 
COwer, Of course, is a necessity in that type 
machine-replemish the dust | Suppiy in the 
hOpper and replace the cower. Sewe}'al of 
Sugh stOps during each hour Will materially 
reduce the amount of area cowered. 

· 02?é7'(aÉ?0??.--A. Supply of dutst, such as 
Sulphur or other insecticide, is placed in the 
hOpper. A suitable length of pipe or hose 
is attached at ? to the outlet pipe 6. The 
|motor. Or Other pOWer Supply means for the 
fan 1 is started, the air sÉream begins to flow 

` through the outlet pipe 6 and the handle 80 

30 
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is turned to open walwe 88 to the point? Where 
the desired mixture ratio of air' and dust is 
Obtained. The dust in the hopper near the 
Outlet pipe 14 is maintained in a loOSened 
condition by means Of the agitatOr arms 15. 
AS the air Stream adwances doWn the Outlet .. '' 
pipe 6, it is diwided upon contact With edge 
45 of the wenturi. Part of the stream passes 
into the wenturi and emerges at 46, at a con 
siderably increased , welocity and presStare, 
thereby creating a pull to draw down the 
dust through the hopper Outlet 14. The dust 
draWn into the primary mixing chamber 40 
is picked up by the air stream and carried 
through the outlet 51. The balance of the 
air stream which did not enter the wenturi 
at 45 ?? enwelops the exterior of the mixing 
chamber 40 and rushes by the outlet 51. 
The difference in welocity between the air 
emerging from 51· and that Ora the Outside 
causes a state of turbuleince at this point, 
which might be termed the Second mixing · 
chamber, resulting in the thorough distribut 
tion of the dust particles throughout the 
wolume of air. Once the operator haS Se 
cured the desired air dust ratio, no further 
manipulation of valve 88 is necessary, due tO 
the balancing effect of the air passage 42, 
which has the effect of automatically draW 
ing through the hopper outlet 14 a constant ? 
quantity of the dust. ~ 
While certain features of the present in 

wention are more ' or less . Specifically de 
scribed, I wish it understood that warious 
changes may be resorted to within the Scope 
of the appended claims; similarly, that the 
materials and finishes of the Seweral partS 

| employed may be such as the manufacturer 
may decide or varying conditions or uses may 
demand. ? 

Ha.wing thus described my invention, what 
I claim and_desire to Secure by HuetterS Pat 
ent is- . . • ~ 

1. In a dusting machine, a combination of 
means to Supply an air stream, an OutleÉ pipe 
|leading from said means, a hOpper, means 
to convey material frorra said hOpper imaÉO 
said air stream, a T-shaped chamber pOsi 
tioned in said Outlet pipe, with its contin 
uous passageway in line With said Outlet, pipe 
and its center branch extending upWardiy 
surrounding said conveying means, b tit · 

83 

spaced therefrom to form an air imlet, open 
ing and a. Wenturi tube positioned in the end 
of the '' mearest, the air supply means, and 
ha.wing its Smaller orifice inside said "i". 

2. In a duSting ' machine, a combination 
of means .. to Supply an air stream, an outlet 
pipe leading.frOin Said means, a, hopper, agi 
tating means in said hopper, means to com 
`wey material from said hopper into Said air · stream, a Tshaped ghambe positioned in 
said outlet pipé, With its gontinuous passage 
way in line with said Outlet pipe and its cern 
ter branch extending upwardly surrounding · 
said COn Weying means, but spaced therefrOm 
to form an air inlet opening aind a,"Wenturi . 
tube positioned in the end of the '' mearest 

· the air Supply means, and ha.wing itS Sinaller 
orifice inside said '''... . . . . . ~ ~ 

8. Hn a. dusting machine, a combination of 
a bloWer, ' an outlet pipe leading from Said 

· blower, a, hopper', means positioned in Said 9 ?- - 9 .. *.*• ~ ~ 

outlet. pipe to create a Suction, and a COth 
nection betWeen said hopper and Said Outlet 
pipe, the Outside diameter Of said COnnection 
being slightly Smaller than the Openirag 
therefor in the Outlet pipe, Whereby an air 
imlet, is formed. ~ • ' 

4. in a dusting machine, a combination Of 
a blower, an outlet ? pipe leading from Said 
blower, a hopper, agitating means in Said hOp~ 
pe', mraegans positioned in Said Outlet.pipe tO 
create a suction, and a connection, betWeen 
8:?.id hOpper and said Outlet, pipe, the Outside 
diaramete3' of said con;nection being slightly 
Smaller than the opening therefor in the Outtlet 
pipe whereby an air imlet, is formed. " " . . 

5. Hn a dusting machine, a combination of 
a, blower, an ourtlet pipe leading from Said 
blower, a, hopper, agitating · means in Said 
hopper, a connection between said hOpper and 
said outlet pipe, the outside diameter Of said 
connection being Smaller than the Opening 
therefor in the outlet pipe, whereby an ai]' 
imlet, is formed and a "'-8haped paSSageWay.SO 
positioned in said outlet, pipe as tO permit the 
air stream from said blower to enwelop it. 

6. . In a dusting machine, a combination of 
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a blower, an otitlet.pipe leading from Said . 
blower, a hopper with an Opening, means posi 
tioned in the air stream adapted to exert a 
constant, pull on material in the hOpper com 
prising a fitting having three Openings, tWO 
in line with the ain' stream. the one nearest the 
latter's source hawing a Wenturi fube therein, 
the third being positioned around the hOpper 
opening but with an air inlet formed there 
between. · · · · · · · · · · · · ~ · · · ~ 

7. In a dusting machine, a combination of 
` means to supply an air Stream, an Outlet pipe ? 

|leading from said means, a hOpper, agitating 
means in said hopper, means tO comWey ma 
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terial from said hopper into said air stream, ..." 
means positioned in the center of said air 
stream. adapted to , increase the welocity Of a 
|portion of said air, the remainder of said air ? 
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stream maintaining its normal flow, and en- ' ', 
weloping said means On all sideS. ? 

8. In a dusting machine, a, COmbination of 
means to Supply an_air Stream, a hOpper With 
an Opening, and means positioned in the air 
stream adapted to exert a constant pull on 
material in the hOpper comprising a fitting 
hawing three openings, tWO in line With the 
air stream. the one nearest the latter's source 
hawing a Wenturi tube therein, the third being 
positioned around the hopper opening but ? 
with an air inlet, formed therebetween. " " 

9. In a dusting machine, a combination of 
a hopper, means to supply an air stream there 
under and means positioned in the air Stream 
adapted to exert a constant pull on material " 
in the hopper comprising a fitting hawing 
three Openings, ' tWo in line. With the air 
stream, the One nearest the latter's source haw 
ing a Wenturi tube therein, the third being 
positioned around the hopper Opening but 
with an air inlet formed therebetween. 

10. In a dusting machine, a combination 
Of a hopper, means to Supply an air stream 
thereunder, and means positioned in the cen 

| ter of said air stream adapted to increase the 
, welocity of a portion of said air, the remainder 
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| of said air stream maintaining its normal flow 
and enweloping said means on all sides. " 

11. In a dusting machine, a combination 
Of a hOpper, means to Supply an air stream 
thereunder, a primary mixing chamber posi 
tiOned in the center of said air stream and 
directly beneath said hopper and a secondary 
mixing chamber to receive the mixture as it 
|emerges from said primary mixing chamber. 

THEODORE L. CAIRNS. 


